NUR 133  REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS:


**BUNDLED with Study Guide: 9781437714517**

*(single volume: 9781416037620  double volume: 9781416054795)*


* Books with asterisk can be purchased as a discounted bundle in the SCCC bookstore.
***See also the Recommended Resources below.

REQUIRED ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE MATERIALS


REQUIRED TEXTS FROM NUR 101:


ATI Assessment Technology – Fundamentals and basic skills package

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES: con’t next page
RECOMMENDED RESOURCES


**Web:**
Elsevier EVOLVE online textbook resource [http://evolve.elsevier.com](http://evolve.elsevier.com)
SCCC Nursing Department Web Page [http://department.sunysuffolk.edu/Nursing](http://department.sunysuffolk.edu/Nursing)
Faculty Webpages URL’s provided in class